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MONITOR & ANALYZE THE   
GLOBAL SHIPPING FLEET USING  
exactEarth’s LEADING MARITIME  
TRACKING SYSTEM
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exactEarth Ltd. is the leading supplier of global vessel 
information for maritime domain awareness solutions.

Using world leading vessel detection technology, combined with the most powerful constellation of AIS 

satellites, exactEarth delivers real-time global information on maritime vessels carrying standard AIS 

transponders. The exactEarth constellation of satellites and patented advanced signal processing provides 

the highest quality vessel detection capability. Capturing significantly more vessels, more often, than any 

other space-based system, exactEarth delivers an unrivalled view of the global maritime picture.

Offering fully secure data in a variety of industry standard formats and delivery methods, the exactEarth 

service can be easily integrated into existing operational, C2, or geospatial intelligence business 

processes and systems.

The exactEarth services offers real value across a wide range of maritime applications including Search 

and Rescue, Security and Surveillance, Environmental Protection and Fleet Monitoring, delivering 

operational efficiencies, enhanced security, and critical time sensitive information when needed most.

exactEarth PRODUCTS & SERVICES
As the leading source for Satellite AIS data delivery, exactEarth has thousands of users on six continents 

ranging from national governments, coast guards, safety administrations, navies, and a wide variety of 

commercial companies. Combined with our expertise in satellite technology, is a passion to improve 

maritime situational awareness. exactEarth vessel tracking services provide enhanced maritime domain 

awareness for improved vessel management, scheduling, environmental protection, search and rescue 

operations, and defence and border security applications.

Through a variety of products and services, exactEarth provides the most advanced location-based 

information on maritime traffic available today. exactEarth provides the flexibility needed to help 

customers get exactly the information they need, when they need it.

exactEarth’s Maritime AIS data  
creates the decision-making foundation 
for vessel monitoring and analytics
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exactAIS

exactAIS provides a global capability for monitoring all AIS-

equipped vessels using a combination of hosted AIS payloads and 

own satellite constellation and global network of ground stations. 

As we receive and process each AIS messages at our data centre 

in Canada, we forward these messages instantly to our customers 

via a secure internet link. The messages are provided in one of 

several industry standard formats that are compatible with existing 

vessel tracking systems. Our data is streamed securely, quickly and 

continuously, enabling you to monitor any area of the planet for 

vessel traffic like never before. We process, timestamp and distribute 

all received AIS messages in your Area of Interest (AOI) or vessel list, 

providing you with all the vessel information you need. 

exactAIS is available on flexible subscription periods with pricing 

based on your Area of Interest or List of Vessels.

Unlike other Satellite AIS providers, exactEarth provides a full range of services to enhance the value 

of exactAIS, such as in-house expert software teams, customized data feeds, global sales and support 

organization, and a 24/7 monitored Operations Centre.

KEY FEATURES
•  Complete detailed tracking of all AIS equipped vessel movements 

regardless of location

•  Full and complete view of the maritime domain picture in a single 

dataset

•  Provides better and more accurate information for all aspects of 

maritime planning and analysis operations

exactAIS is 

the world’s 

most complete 

network of global 

ship tracking 

information.
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exactAIS Density Maps™

Global ship traffic volume is growing, creating an increasing 

need to track and map vessel density for safety, commercial 

and compliance applications. exactAIS Density Maps puts 

indepth vessel pattern analysis at the fingertips of government 

and commercial users worldwide.

exactEarth Density Maps turns the complexity, time and effort 

required to collate hundreds of millions of AIS messages into 

tailored, actionable map data. Using exactAIS, the world’s most 

complete network of global ship tracking information, our data 

provides a complete view of the world’s shipping fleet, even in 

the most remote regions.

Mapping density shows the concentration of assets per 

sea area and can also be used to show general patterns in 

vessel traffic. Density maps are an effective means of quickly 

understanding traffic in a specific area and comparing vessel 

traffic patterns around the world.

By leveraging the most comprehensive AIS data service 

available, our Density Maps can quickly provide reliable 

statistics on how many vessels pass through any defined grid 

cell.

Our standard Density Maps are available as view-only or 

downloadable files, divided by month as 1/4 x 1/4 degree cells, 

tailored to the user’s area of interest

Each downloadable density map cell includes total vessel 

counts and provides a subset of vessel types such as dry cargo, 

tanker, container, fishing etc.

USE exactAIS  
DENSITY MAPS TO:
• Quickly visualize and analyse vessel 

data in an easy to access format;

• Monitor vessel traffic risk in areas of 

high environmental risk and known 

concentrations of marine life;

• Perform analysis into the efficiency 

of shipping routes and develop 

mitigation measures, increasing 

voyage efficiency and reducing fuel 

consumption and emissions;

• Predict traffic flows at maritime choke 

points, port approaches and high risk 

areas. 
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exactTrax™

The exactAIS data 

service provides 

flexible access to all 

the vessel updates 

captured by the 

exactAIS Platinum 

Service, delivering 

the world’s MOST 

complete picture of 

maritime shipping 

activity.

exactEarth has created a revolutionary solution for monitoring all 

small vessels across the globe-this small vessel tracking solution 

combines exactTrax technology enabled transponders with the 

exactTrax data service.

exactTrax is a unique new technology which enables the 

transmissions from AIS Class B and exactTrax enabled AIS 

transceivers to be reliably received by the exactEarth global satellite 

network. This technology allows for the consistent and effective 

tracking of any small vessel.

exactTrax and exactTrax enabled transponders ensure a higher level 

of safety in our oceans, offering a real benefit to maritime domain 

awareness. Now any boat, regardless of size, can be equipped with 

the proper tools for efficient tracking and monitoring.

KEY FEATURES
•  Extended small vessel tracking beyond traditional coastal 

surveillance of 50nm

•  Higher detection rates for small vessels than ever possible 

before (combining exactTrax technology with patented 

Spectrum Decollision Processing techniques from exactEarth 

results in the highest and most consistent detection levels)

•  Additional vessel behavior insight as each message received 

will contain a 4.5 hour vessel track, its current position, speed, 

direction etc.

•  Seamless integration with existing operational systems as 

position reports are delivered in recognizable formats such as 

NMEA
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KEY FEATURES
• Allow for comprehensive vessel tracking on a global scale

•  Provides a basis for analysis of global ship movements and 

allows authorities to establish safer and more optimal route

•  Improved ship modeling for behavior predication reduces the 

risk of incident

exactAIS Archive

exactEarth has been collecting operational AIS data from the 

exactAIS® service dating back to July 5, 2010. All this data is 

available to customers up to 1 day prior to the current date. 

The Archive currently contains an historical record of all global 

shipping activity back to July 2010. This includes billions of 

AIS messages as well as tracking of over 600,000 unique 

vessels annually.

exactEarth provides flexible access to the Archive as historical 

data can be extracted using a wide selection of criteria 

including:

• Date and Time Range

• Ship Type

• AIS Message Types

• Geographical Area

• Ship MMSI List

• Country

exactAIS Archive represents the most complete record of 

AIS vessel movements on a global scale. With access to this 

Archive, customers can exploit the rich exactAIS data set 

to gain improved historical insight and knowledge for their 

maritime areas of interest.

The exactAIS 

Archive is the most 

complete record of 

AIS-derived vessel 

movements

available globally.
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exactEarth ShipView™

KEY FEATURES
•  Increase operation efficiencies with instant access to dynamic, 

comprehensive and accurate ship information over the 

internet

•  Improve decision making with instant alerting tools that allow 

for authorities to make timely and critical decisions

•  Enhanced maritime monitoring with Ship Location, Ship 

Course, MMSI, Ship Speed and a 3-year track lookback

exactEarth ShipView™ is an easy-to-use, modern web-based 

viewing tool that gives users access to global ship positions 

produced by the exactAIS® data service. ShipView is a 

comprehensive vessel tracking and analysis tool perfect for 

utilizing exactAIS without the added effort of integrating the 

data feed into existing operational display systems. Users can 

access ShipView from anywhere, at any time to gain greater 

visibility into all maritime traffic currently traversing our oceans. 

With a rich set of filtering and analysis tools, ShipView provides 

an unmatched view of maritime traffic and the information 

needed to make critical maritime operational decisions easier and 

faster than ever before.

ShipView brings all a whole host of features together to enhance 

the viewing experience and with a rich set of filtering and analysis 

tools, it allows for on-the-fly complex analysis and reports to drive 

informed maritime operational decisions.

Featuring a rich 

set of filtering 

and analysis tools, 

ShipView provides 

an unmatched view 

of maritime traffic 

and the intelligence 

needed to make 

critical maritime 

operational 

decisions easier 

and faster than ever 

before.
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Founded in 2009, exactEarth was established for the purpose of making Satellite AIS data 

services available to the global maritime market. Based in Cambridge, Ontario, Canada, 

exactEarth leverages advanced satellite technology to deliver vessel monitoring solutions 

characterized by high performance, reliability, security, and simplicity. exactEarth is a leading 

organization in the field of global Automatic Identification System vessel tracking, collecting 

the most comprehensive ship monitoring data and delivering the highest quality information to 

customers around the world.

exactEarth Ltd.   exactEarth Europe 

260 Holiday Inn Drive   Satellite Applications Catapult 

Unit 30, Building B   Electron Building, Fermi Avenue 

Cambridge, Ontario   Harwell (Didcot) 

N3C 4E8    Oxfordshire, OX11 0QR 

    United Kingdom

+1 519 622 4445   +44 (0)7500 935091 


